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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been considerable interest in probabilistic
Ž w x.aspects of finite simple groups see for example KL, GKS, LiSh1]LiSh5 .
The starting point for much of this work was a conjecture of Dixon, now a
Ž w x.theorem see Di, KL, LiSh1 , stating that a finite simple group is almost
surely generated by two randomly chosen elements. In this paper we
consider two refinements of this problem. The first one, posed by G.
Robinson, concerns random generation by two conjugate elements.
THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite simple group, and let x, y g G be randomly
chosen elements. Then the probability that x, x y generate G tends to 1 as
< <G “ ‘.
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w xNotice that this result includes Dixon's conjecture. In Sh , Theorem 1 is
proved for alternating groups and for some classical groups. The proof for
w xclassical groups in general is given in LiSh5, 1.6 . Our proof handles the
exceptional groups of Lie type.
w xThe second problem, posed by Kantor and Lubotzky KL , concerns
generation by a fixed element and a randomly chosen one.
Ž .For a group G and an element x g G, define P G to be the probabil-x
ity that x and a randomly chosen element y generate G. The behaviour of
Ž . w x w xP G for classical groups is examined in GKS, LiSh5 ; in GK it is provedx
Ž .that P G ) 0 for any nonidentity element x of any finite simple groupx
G. Here we show the following.
THEOREM 2. There exists a function f : R “ R with the following property.
Let G be a finite simple group and fix e ) 0. Suppose there exists 1 / x g G
Ž . < < Ž .such that P G F 1 y e . Then either G F f e , or G is alternating, or G isx
Ž .a classical group o¤er a field of size at most f e .
yŽ .  Ž . >4Set P G s min P G : x g G . Then Theorem 2 asserts that forx
yŽ .groups G of Lie type over F , P G “ 1 as q “ ‘. This is proved forq
w xclassical groups in LiSh5, 1.5 .
The converse of Theorem 2 is also true, namely, if G is of bounded order,
yŽ .or alternating, or a classical group o¤er a field of bounded size, then P G is
Ž w x.bounded away from 1 see GKS, Theorem 1 .
w xIn view of the results in LiSh5, 1.5, 1.6 mentioned above, it suffices to
prove Theorems 1 and 2 for exceptional groups of Lie type, which is what
Ž . w xwe do here. The main tools are 2, 3 -generation results from LiSh2 , as
w xwell as recent results on maximal subgroups from LiSe2 .
2. MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS AND GENERATION
In our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we shall require a considerable
amount of information about maximal subgroups and generation of finite
exceptional groups. We present this material in this section.
Ž .Throughout, G s G q denotes a simple exceptional group of Lie type
eover F , where q s p and p is prime. Let G be a simple algebraic groupq
over the algebraic closure of F , of the same type as G, with a Frobeniusq
p9Ž .morphism s such that G s O G .s
e Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We use the notation A q e s " to denote A q s L q whenn n nq1
2 Ž . Ž . e Ž . e Ž .e s q, and A q s U q when e s y; similarly for E q , G q ,n nq1 6 2
e Ž . e Ž .F q , and B q . Throughout, c denotes an absolute constant.4 2
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LEMMA 2.1. If M is a maximal subgroup of the exceptional group G s
Ž .G q , then one of the following holds:
Ž .i M is a known subgroup, belonging to one of at most c log log q
conjugacy classes;
Ž .ii M is almost simple of bounded order;
Ž . Ž . e Ž . Ž . Ž .iii G s F q , E q , E q , or E q , M is almost simple and4 6 7 8
p9Ž . Ž .M s soc M is as in Table I; moreo¤er, M s O M for some maximal0 0 s
connected simple subgroup M of G, of the same type as M .0
Proof. For G of type 2B , Ge , 3D , or 2F , all maximal subgroups are2 2 4 4
w x Ž Ž . .known, by Su, Co, Kl1, Kl2, Ma2 and, in particular, i holds .
So assume now that G is not of one of the above types, so that G s F ,4
w xE , E , or E . In this case the result follows from LiSe2, Corollary 5 , and6 7 8
w xthe argument is given in detail in LiSh4, 2.1 .
Ž .For a group H and a positive integer r, we define i H to be ther
Ž .number of elements of order r in H. We shall need estimates for i Y ,r
Ž .r s 2, 3, 5 for various groups Y s Y q of Lie type. These are given in
w xLiSh2, LiSh3 , and we reproduce them in Lemma 2.2 for convenience.
For two expressions f , g, we write f ; g if frg is bounded between two
positive constants.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let Y s Y q be a group as in Table II. Then i Y , forr
r s 2, 3, 5, as is in the table.
w xProof. This follows from LiSh2, 4.1 for types B and B , and from2 3
w x w xLiSh3, 3.3 and the proof of LiSh3, 3.4 for exceptional types.
Ž .For a finite group Y and positive integers r, s, define P Y to be ther , s
probability that two randomly chosen elements of orders r, s generate Y.
Ž .For a fixed Lie type X, we say that the groups X q are randomly
Ž . Ž Ž ..r, s -generated if P X q tends to 1 as q “ ‘.r , s
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.3. i For large q, the groups M under 2.1 iii , with M /0 0
e Ž . Ž . Ž .B q p F 3 , are all 2, 3 -generated.2
TABLE I
G possibilities for M0
e eŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .F q A q p F 3 , A q p F 3 , B q p s 2 , G q p s 24 1 2 2 2
" e e eŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .E q A q p F 5 , A q p F 3 , B q p F 3 , G q p F 3 , B q p s 26 1 2 2 2 3
e e eŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .E q A q p F 7 , A q p F 5 , B q p F 3 , G q p F 3 , B q p s 27 1 2 2 2 3
e e eŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .E q A q p F 7 , A q p F 5 , B q p F 5 , G q p F 5 , B q p s 2 ,8 1 2 2 2 3
e Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .A q p s 2 , C q p s 2 , B q p s 23 3 4
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TABLE II
Ž . Ž . Ž . < <Y i Y ; i Y ; i Y ; Y ;2 3 5
28 36 40 52Ž .F q q q q q4
e 40 54 62 78Ž .E q q q q q6
70 90 106 133Ž .E q q q q q7
128 168 200 248Ž .E q q q q q8
6 6 8 10Ž .Ž .B q p F 3 q q q q2
2 3 4 5Ž .B q q } q q2
12 14 16 21Ž .B q q q q q3
e 4 6 6 8Ž .A q q q q q2
Ž . Ž . e Ž . Ž . e Ž .ii The groups M under 2.1 iii , with M / B q p F 3 or G q ,0 0 2 2
Ž .are randomly 2, 3 -generated.
Ž . e Ž . Ž . Ž .iii The groups B q p F 3 are randomly 2, 5 -generated.2
Ž . w xProof. i This follows from LiSh2, 1.5 for M of classical type, and0
w x e Ž .from Ma1 for M s G q .0 2
Ž . Ž . w x w xii and iii These follow from LiSh2, 1.4 and 6.4 and LiSh3, 2.2 .
Ž .Recall the notation that G s G q is a simple exceptional group of Lie
type over F .q
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Let M be a finite simple group which is r, s -generated. Let0
N be the number of conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups M of G with socle
isomorphic to M . Then0
i G i GŽ . Ž .r s
i N F .Ž .
< <G
Out M i G i GŽ . Ž . Ž .0 r s
ii N F .Ž .
< <P M i M i M G : MŽ . Ž . Ž .r , s 0 r 0 s 0 0
Proof. If M is a maximal subgroup of G with socle M then M s0
Ž .N M . For each conjugacy class of such subgroups choose a representa-G 0
tive M and a generating pair x, y for its socle which consists of elements of
< < Ž g g . Ž .orders r, s respectively. Then for each of the G pairs x , y g g G the
Ž² g g:.normalizer N x , y is a conjugate of M. Since the number of all pairsG
Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y of elements of orders r, s respectively is i G i G , we obtainr s
< <N G F i G i G .Ž . Ž .r s
Ž .This proves i .
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Ž . Ž .To prove ii we note that the number of generating pairs x, y of M0
Ž . Ž . Ž .consisting of elements of orders r, s respectively is P M i M i M .r , s 0 r 0 s 0
Ž .Letting x, y range over the elements of orders r, s in G, taking the
subgroup they generate, and counting multiplicities, we see that G has at
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..most i G i G r P M i M i M maximal subgroups with socler s r , s 0 r 0 s 0
M . Now, each conjugacy class of such subgroups has size at least0
< Ž . < < < Ž .G : Aut M s G : M rOut M . The result follows.0 0 0
Ž .Note that, in our situation, Out M F c log q where q is the field size0
of G. Combining 2.3 and 2.4 we obtain the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.5. i The number of conjugacy classes of maximal sub-
Ž .groups M of G with socle isomorphic to M as in 2.3 i is at most0
i G i GŽ . Ž .2 3
.
< <G
Ž .ii The number of conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups M of G
Ž .with socle isomorphic to M as in 2.3 ii is at most0
i G i GŽ . Ž .2 3
c log q.
< <i M i M G : MŽ . Ž .2 0 3 0 0
Ž .iii The number of conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups M of G
e Ž . Ž .with socle isomorphic to M s B q p F 3 is at most0 2
i G i GŽ . Ž .2 5
c log q.
< <i M i M G : MŽ . Ž .2 0 5 0 0
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose q is large, and let M be a maximal subgroup of G
Ž .with socle as in 2.1 iii . Then M does not contain any long root elements of G
Ž Ž . .or short root elements when G s F q , p s 2 .4
w x wProof. This follows from LiSe1, 2.1 when q is odd, and from LiSe1,
x3.1 when q is even.
Ž .Let c G be the minimal size of a conjugacy class of an element of
Žprime order in G which is not a long root element or a short root element
Ž . .when G s F q , p s 2 .4
Ž . mLEMMA 2.7. With the abo¤e notation we ha¤e c G ) cq , where m is as
in Table III.
Proof. This follows from the classifications of conjugacy classes of
semisimple and unipotent elements and their centralizers in G, which can




Ž . Ž . Ž .F q 16 q odd , 22 q even4
eŽ .E q 326
Ž .E q 527
Ž .E q 928
Ž .LEMMA 2.8. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G as in 2.1 iii . Then
< G < < <x l M M
F .G< < c Gx Ž .
G< < < <Proof. This follows from 2.6 and the fact that x l M F M .
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
For a group G, a subgroup M of G, and an element x g G, let
Ž .fix G, M, x be the number of fixed points of x in the permutation action
Ž .of G on the cosets of M. Let fix G, M be the maximal value of
Ž . >fix G, M, x over x g G . Set also
fix G, M , x fix G, MŽ . Ž .
rfix G, M , x s , rfix G, M s .Ž . Ž .
< < < <G : M G : M
Note that
< G <x l M
rfix G, M , x s .Ž . G< <x
Ž .Let G be a finite simple group, and denote by PC G the probability
that x, x y generate G for randomly chosen x, y g G: in other words,
y² :x , y g G = G : x , x s G 4Ž .
PC G s .Ž . 2< <G
As discussed in the Introduction, we need only prove Theorems 1 and 2
Ž .when G s G q is an exceptional group of Lie type. Let M , M be sets of1 3
representatives for the conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of G under
Ž . Ž .2.1 i and 2.1 iii , respectively, and let M be the full set of maximal2
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Ž .subgroups of G under 2.1 ii . Define
T G s rfix G, M i s 1, 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi
Mg Mi
and
< <U G s M r G .Ž . D2
Mg M2
yŽ .Recall the definition of P G given in the Introduction.
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let G s G q be an exceptional group of Lie type. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 y PC G F T G q U G q T G , and1 2 3
Ž . yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii 1 y P G F T G q U G q T G .1 2 3
Ž .Proof. Let C i g I be the conjugacy classes of elements of G, and leti
Ž .C i g I9 be the conjugacy classes of elements which do not belong toi
< < < < Ž .any maximal subgroup M g M . Then Ý C r G s U G . Hence2 ig I _ I9 i 2
Ž . w xpart ii of Lemma 1 of Sh shows that
< < 2C l Mi
1 y PC G F U G q .Ž . Ž . Ý2 < < < <C MiigI9 , Mg M j M1 3
< < < <For i g I9 let x g C and let M g M j M . Then C l M r C si i 1 3 i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .rfix G, M, x F rfix G, M note that x / 1 . It follows thati i
< < 2 < <C l M C l Mi iF rfix G, MŽ .Ý Ý< < < < < <C M MiigI9 , Mg M j M igI9 , Mg M j M1 3 1 3
F rfix G, M s T G q T G .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 3
Mg M j M1 3
Ž .Part i follows.
Ž .To prove part ii , fix a nontrivial element x g G. Then
< < < < < < < <1yP G s D M r G FU G q M r G .Ž . Ž . Ýx M max G , x g M 2
M max G , xgM , Mf M2
w xAs in GKS, p. 1401 the second summand on the right equals
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý rfix G, M, x , which is bounded above by T G q T G .M g M j M 1 31 3
The result follows.
Thus, to prove Theorems 1 and 2 it suffices to show that for exceptional
Ž .groups G s G q ,
T G q U G q T G “ 0 as q “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
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Ž .LEMMA 3.2. T G “ 0 as q “ ‘.1
Ž . < < w xProof. By 2.1 i we have M - c log q. Also, by LS ,1
rfix G, M F 4r3q ,Ž .
Ž .for all M g M . Hence T G F c log q ? 4r3q, which tends to 0.1 1
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. U G “ 0 as q “ ‘.2
Proof. The maximal subgroups lying in M are almost simple of2
bounded order. Hence the orders of elements in these subgroups are
w xbounded, say, by a constant r. By LiSh3, 3.5 , the total number of
Ž . < <elements in G of order at most r is bounded above by C r G rq for some
Ž . Ž . Ž .constant C r . Hence U G F C r rq, proving the lemma.2
Ž .LEMMA 3.4. T G “ 0 as q “ ‘.3
Proof. We start with a crude argument which works in many cases. Let
Ž .M be a socle of a subgroup in M . Suppose first that M is 2, 3 -gener-0 3 0
Ž e Ž . . Ž .ated i.e., M / B q with p F 3 . Then, by 2.5 i and 2.8, the contribu-0 2
Ž .tion to T G of subgroups in M whose socle is isomorphic to M is at3 3 0
most
< <i G i G c M log qŽ . Ž .2 3 0
? .
< <G c GŽ .
Using the estimates in 2.2 and 2.7, we see that this expression is in
Ž y1 . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .O q log q , except when G, M s F q , G q p s 2 , F q ,0 4 2 4
e Ž .. Ž . Ž e Ž . Ž .. Ž .A q p s 3 , or E q , B q p s 2 .2 6 3
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Consider first the case where G, M s F q , G q p s 2 . Let0 4 2
Ž . Ž . < G <x g G be of prime order such that rfix G, M s rfix G, M, x . If x s
Ž . w xc G , we see from Shi that x is necessarily an involution, and hence
< G < Ž . Ž . 8 w x Ž .x l M F i M , and i M - cq by LiSh2, 4.3, 4.4 ; thus rfix G, M, x2 2
Ž . Ž . y14 < G < Ž . w x < G <- i M rc G - cq . And if x ) c G then Shi implies that x )2
28 Ž . < < < G < y14cq , whence rfix G, M, x - M r x - cq . Consequently
rfix G, M - cqy14 .Ž .
Ž .By 2.5 i , the number of conjugacy classes of such maximal subgroups M is
at most
i G i GŽ . Ž .2 3 12- cq .
< <G
Ž . Ž y2 .Therefore the contribution of these subgroups to T G is in O q .3
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Ž . Ž e Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . e Ž ..Next consider G, M s E q , B q p s 2 or F q , A q0 6 3 4 2
Ž . Ž .p s 3 . By 2.5 ii , the number of classes of such maximal subgroups M is
at most
i G i G log qŽ . Ž .2 3
c ,
< <i M i M G : MŽ . Ž .2 0 3 0 0
and this is less than cq11 log q by 2.2.
Ž .When G s F q , as above, choose x g G of prime order such that4
Ž . Ž . < G < Ž . w xrfix G, M s rfix G, M, x . If x s c G then from Sho we see that x is
Ž . Ž . Ž .an involution, whence rfix G, M, x F i M rc G , which is less than2
y12 < G < Ž . w x < G < 22cq by 2.2 and 2.7. And if x ) c G then Sho gives x ) cq , so
Ž . < < 22 y14 Ž .rfix G, M, x F M rcq - c9q . Thus the contribution to T G in this3
Ž y1 .case is in O q log q .
e Ž .When G s E q , let G s E be the corresponding simple algebraic6 6
group over F , and let s be a Frobenius morphism of G such thatq
p9Ž .G s O G . We know that M s M where M is a simple connecteds s
Ž Ž ..subgroup of type B or C since M is as in 2.1 iii . Choose x g G of3 3
GŽ . Ž .prime order such that rfix G, M s rfix G, M, x . Observe that x l M is
a union of a finite bounded number of M-classes: if x is unipotent, this
follows from the fact that M has only finitely many unipotent classes,
Gwhile if x is semisimple the number of M-classes in x l M is at most
< Ž . Ž . <W G : W M since conjugacy within a maximal torus is controlled by
< G <the Weyl group. It follows from this observation that x l M -
< Ž . < < < 3 18 Ž . 18 Ž .c9 M : C x - c0 M rq - c- q , and hence rfix G, M, x - cq rc GM
y14 Ž . Ž y3 .- cq . Hence the contribution to T G in this case is in O q log q .3
Ž .It remains to handle the case where M is not 2, 3 -generated. Here0
e Ž . Ž .M s B q with p F 3. By 2.5 iii , the number of classes of such maximal0 2
subgroups M is at most
i G i G log qŽ . Ž .2 5
c ,
< <i M i M G : MŽ . Ž .2 0 5 0 0
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .and by 2.8, rfix G, M F M rc G , whence the contribution to T G is at3
most
< < 2i G i G M log qŽ . Ž .2 5 0
c .
< <i M i M G : M c GŽ . Ž . Ž .2 0 5 0 0
Ž y2 2 . Ž .Using 2.2, we see that this is in O q log q unless G, M s0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .F q , B q p s 2, as in Table I . In the latter case, as above, for x g G4 2
Ž . Ž . < G < Ž .of prime order satisfying rfix G, M, x s rfix G, M , either x s c G , in
< G < Ž . 6 < G < 28which case x is an involution and x l M F i M - cq , or x ) cq .2
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Ž . y16 Ž .Hence in any case, rfix G, M - cq , so the contribution to T G is at3
most
i G i G qy16 log qŽ . Ž .2 5
c .
< <i M i M G : MŽ . Ž .2 0 5 0 0
y4 2Ž .By 2.2, this is in O q log q , giving the desired conclusion.
Theorems 1 and 2 are now proved.
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